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Band: Scythian (UK)  

Genre: Death Metal 

Label: Hells Headbangers Records 

Albumtitle: Hubris In Excelsis 

Duration: 46:38 

Releasedate: 21.08.2015 

 

It took 6 years for the second full length album of the guys from UK to be presented to the Metal World. They build 

quite high expectations with their album title "Hubris in Excelsis" as translated it nearly means "excessive pride". 

Well, let's listen if pride will have a fall.  

 

The English start rather leisurely up the music with accoustic guitar sound and choral vocals and raise carefully the 

speed. Scythian uses not only elements of Death Metal but also influences of Black and Thrash Metal for their Music. 

Guitar riffs rich in diversity run through the entire album. This combined with the forceful drums creates a pleasant 

sound to the listener. Just as Vrath who shows his skills by growling neatly through the songs. 

 

Well, despite the diversity the music doesn't contrast strongly with other albums of this genre. The structure of the 

songs sounds like one has heard it many times. It offers little innovations that let one thirst for it by listening to it 

again and again. 

 

Conclusion: Indeed, the English don't have a fall by pride and offer a well-produced and varied album, but that 

certain something is missing that highlights the album from other albums. It is a good album for in between 

therefore one can listen to it without regret. 

 

Rating 6/10 

 

Recommendation: Apocalyptic Visions 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/ScythianUK 

 

Lineup: 

 

S. Vrath - Bass/Vocals  

A. Von M - Guitars  

B. Iron: (Live) - Guitars 

J. C. Volgard - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Beyond the Dust 

02. Hubris in Excelsis 

03. Apocalyptic Visions 

04. As Tyrants Feast 

05. Penultimate Truth: Ultimate Deceit 

06. The Laws... 

07. Three Stigmata 

08. War Graves (Dulce et Decorum Est...) 

09. Dystopia 

 

Author: Dine / Translator: Dine 


